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Abstract: Wireless sensor nodes have been provided with some parts in order to receive audio and video like
camera and microphone which were called wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSN). In this paper, we
proposed a new QoS-based routing protocol for WMSN. This protocol is routed according to quality of service
(QoS) requirements for each data packet. With each packet, protocol tries to perform routing according to
existing QoS-based criteria in data and by considering energy efficiency, delay and reliability. This protocol is
modeled based on geographical information. We evaluate the path's quality of service based on queuing theory
and genetic algorithm (QGA) and assign a weight for each one of the quality of services of delay, consumed
energy and reliability and select the best path. This mechanism first determines the data types according to
reliability, residual energy and delay in sensor nodes. Simulation results show that this protocol provides better
quality of services with QoS based requirements for several types of traffic and increases the lifetime of network
compared with previous protocols due to load balancing in network.
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INTRODUCTION Application based quality of service. We can

Wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs) [1] networks that each one of them has special
are composed of connected components that are able to requirements. For example, in scalar sensor networks,
retrieve the multimedia contents like video, audio and we can divide multimedia information into two
pictorial data from the environment. Nowadays, streaming and snapshot multimedia data. Snapshot
developed  wireless  sensor  networks  are evaluated multimedia data are related to applications which
physical phenomena like temperature, pressure, air want to observe a moment of event. Streaming
humidity and locating a target. But generally these multimedia data are related to applications which take
applications need high bandwidth. Often, multimedia more time. We can classify other clusters for
networks have low cost hardware like CMOS cameras and applications like energy consumption, delay amount
microphones which are able to receive multimedia and required level of reliability. 
contents from environment. Requesting  high bandwidth. Multimedia

Designing a sensor network for a specified information, especially video streams need high
application is effected by many factors. Some of these bandwidth to transmit which is so higher than the
factors include: fault tolerance, scalability, production value supported by present sensors. So, some
cost, operational environment, network topology, techniques are required in order to make balance
hardware limitations and power consumption. There is a between high data rate of applications and low power
set of extra factors which have influence on efficiency of consumption of sensors.
multimedia transmission in sensor networks. These Coding techniques. Video streams on which
factors have high importance due to this fact that they compressing has not been done need high
provide a policy to design used protocols in multimedia bandwidth in multi-hop wireless environments.
wireless networks. Some of these factors have been Inter network processes. In multimedia sensor
described in the following [1]: networks as wireless sensor networks, performing a

introduce several applications to multimedia
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set of inter network processes is needed (like success transmission rate in order to support different
processed of cooperation among nodes, power QoSs by using several delivery speed for packets. In this
management and locating). protocol, one node changes transmission power
Power management. We know that the most adaptively by progressing toward destination and
important problem in sensor networks is their nodes' required speed of visits in the paths of useful energy
low power which has been translated to bottleneck consumption. SPEED and MM-SPEED protocols are
point in designing of these networks. The problem of based on single-hop of neighboring information. DARA
power and it consumption in multimedia networks is [4] uses parameters like residual energy, delay and
more important and sensitive than previous sensor reliability in routing and it associates with two kind of
networks. In fact, sensor nodes are mediums with low data packet in its method; critical packets and non-critical
power and multimedia applications are users with packets. It uses the same weighted parameter for both
high amount of data generation. Protocols and data types but with this difference that only a set of paths
algorithms which are proposed for wireless with higher transmission power are selected for critical
multimedia sensor networks should consider the packets. They usually use queue theory to evaluate delay.
consumed power and lifetime of network. The underlying proposed protocol has some differences

On the other hand, QoS-based routing protocol is it includes existing energy to transmit data. Also, this
important issue for WMSN, due to its resource constraint protocol provides inclusive traffic separation and defines
and dynamic communication channel. The rest of the multiple classes consistent with quality of services'
paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed requirements instead of using two classes. Finally, it uses
in section 2. In section 3 describes the proposed algorithm multiple modules with different features for each cluster of
based on queuing and genetic algorithm. Section 4 and 5 class. These features result in providing QoS according to
are about comparison and evaluation of proposed type of data packet. Furthermore, this protocol uses
algorithm with other algorithms and section 6 includes Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) method
general conclusion of paper. in order to improve energy efficiency to evaluate delay

amount, quality of link, queuing time and transmission
Related Work: Many geographical routing protocols delay, since DARA considers only queuing time, this
have been presented in wireless sensor networks. Often, protocol performs routing based on geographical position
these protocols use global information of networks and of nodes, residual energy and temporal waiting time of a
fixed nodes or with low movement. The common feature node to receive node. Also, it uses selective greedy
among all the location routing protocols is that nodes forwarding (SGF) algorithm in order to reduce energy
select the next hop by using local information among consumption and interference that results in faster
neighboring nodes which are closer to the destination. transmission of critical packets compared with non-critical
Our proposed routing protocol provides QoS parameters packets. DARA finds a transmitting node with the highest
for data  forwarding.  Most routing protocols try to use aggregated weight and does not keep global information
the routing of quality of services by using locating of whole network, rather it performs routing locally.
information. SPEED [2] uses routing among paths which Therefore, most authors study energy consumption to
have constant and specified speed and it uses exponential evaluate residual energy of neighboring nodes. Chipara.
weighted movement average in order to evaluate the idle et al. [5] do not pay attention to residual energy and
duration of link. The aim of this protocol is to reduce reliability, rather they perform routing by using required
delay. SPEED protocol is a heuristic routing protocol transmission power and delay. Some other routing
which has been designed for real-time wireless sensor protocols like [6-13] consider just energy efficiency and
networks. In SPEED protocol, the replay speed is some of them use the residual energy and transmission
determined by using distance division and evaluation of power in their routing. Not all of the proposed protocols
transmission delay. The success rate of transmitting perform path selection based on QoS requirements and
packet is mapped by required speed that the possibility of type of packet traffic explicitly. Our aim is to create a
selecting a node with high broadcasting speed is higher protocol in order to provide several requirements of QoS
than a node with required speed. MM-SPEED [3] intends related to their reliability, delay and energy amount
to improve SPEED protocol which is used with different according to data packet in WMSN.

with DARA protocol: First, in addition to residual energy,
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Proposed Protocol: We suppose that all the nodes are classified to different types of data: 1) energy efficiency
aware of their position by global positioning system (GPS) (includes residual energy and required energy for
or any other routing service [14,17]. Each node i is aware sending), 2) reliability, 3) delay. According to above
of its current battery state B  and residual energy. By classification, data transmitting is divided into followingi

assuming this fact that nodes have the same transmission parts:
range P  and each node can control its transmissionrange

power. A set of nodes adjacent to node i are defined as N Traffic of usual packets which includes Hello packetsi

which are including neighbors of i and  it  is  defined  as and it does not need requirements of QoS. 
N = {j:dist(i,j) P } [17], where dist(i,j) is a Euclidean Traffic of critical data includes audio and video data.i range

distance  between nodes i, j which can be calculated as Packet should have three criteria of high reliability,
Eq. (1). low delay and energy consumption.

(1)

In addition, N is defined as a set of neighboring critical packets respectively that these critical packets arei,j
advc

nodes in order to make progression of node i toward divided to two separate audio and video queues, so that
sending to destination node d which is composed of these packets are sensitive to reliability, delay and energy
nodes which are closer to destination from node i. All of consumption (Fig. 1). Then we use a function in order to
the geographical routing protocols each node needs to be manage neighbors and for this purpose we use sending
aware of its neighbors' information according to their Hello packets which leads updating of information among
location and battery status. This action can be started by neighboring nodes and it implements connection
sending Hello packet like [15-17]. In this case it is reliability, delay evaluation and energy consumption.
necessary that nodes be fixed or they have low movement Then we select the best path according to weighted
that sending Hello packets to neighbors takes 5 seconds. genetic algorithm. The way of encoding of each
We assume that distribution of nodes is sufficient in the chromosome of genetic algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. In
environment. Sending a bit from source to destination this method, chromosomes show paths from source to
over distance d and entire consumed energy are sink which include parameters of node coordinates (X,Y),
determined by two nodes, as [17]: residual energy, reliability and delay. 

(2) on query or resources dependent on data flow. In

Where E  is the used energy by electrical to send data by observing an event that includes periodicelec

sender/receiver which is independent of distance, d report of data. The main researches in wireless sensor
calculates necessary radial power in order to send data networks are based on resources which are for
over distance d and  is a path loss with (2 4) and  is compensating of quality of services' requirements of
a constant value. transmitting data to sink, so that we use energy optimally.

Each application with different types of data has In query-based wireless sensor networks, data are sent
different requirements of QoS. This paper has focused on whenever requested that in this method the lifetime of
this application. Different data being move toward sink are network is in its maximum state. In fact, our aim is to
selected according to delay, reliability, residual energy request optimum services with required weight, so that it
and transmitting power in the located path. This method has a path with given conditions and sends collected data
is for a case in which several types of data are collected by nodes toward sink in order to increase lifetime of
by different nodes in the WMSN and sent toward fixed network by reducing consumed power. The proposed
sink. Here we use one type of sink and over path we routing protocol assigns a weight to each service
select a set of nodes based on link reliability, so they according to its requirement and selects the path due to
buffer copy of message which needs high reliability and optimum services. Our proposed protocol for optimization
if message is lost in the path and not received to is not a parameter of QoS like energy consumption, delay
destination in a given time, instead of being send from or reliability rather it is in an integrated frame in order to
source, it is resent from these nodes and energy optimize several parameters of QoS and it is assumed that
consumption is reduced. In this paper  three  classes  are all  the  nodes  are  fixed  and  have  individual  identifier.

Queuing theory uses priority strategy in usual and

In a network, wireless sensor networks can be based

resources-based wireless sensor networks, sensors start
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Fig. 1: Queuing theory of our proposed algorithm.

Fig. 2:  Encoding of chromosomes.

In other words, in optimization techniques which we using fitness function and then select elites equal to
apply for problems, we should provide an appropriate primary population. Chromosome selection is performed
encoding of solution. In the solution we use an encoding by using tournament selection for crossover and mutation
which is similar structure to encoding-based vector. operators that in crossover operator we used standard
Genetic algorithm keeps an individual population which one-point crossover criterion. In fitness function we
shows that solutions have high or low influence on assign a special weight to each service. For example, if
problem. This population ranges from building of having 30% reliability, 40% delay and 30% energy
generation to searched finishing criterion where during consumption is important, so we should be able to select
each generation the used operations to changes are the optimal path. If we assign a weight to each service, its
individual and the primary population is generated fitness function is as follows:
randomly and we use standard two-point crossover
criterion and a mutation operator. In genetic algorithm, (3)
chromosomes which are a set of genes. Here, the genes
values are the values of each node's quality of services All Ws represent special weight of each QoS and we
that chromosomes are the paths from source to have energy consumption (E), delay and reliability (R) in
destination and each gene represents sensor nodes and each sensor nodes. In fact, in Eq. (3) we consider a node
population represents all the paths from source to as base and evaluate other paths' optimization percent
destination. Our primary population is generated based on this node and if a path is more optimal, we
randomly and we perform crossover and mutation present it as a better path. For simulation we have used
operators on primary population and then the intermediate information of Table 1. In this paper, the results of
population is obtained which is equal to two times of queuing and genetic-based proposed algorithms (QGA)
primary population. We should crossover this have been compared with GFW [20], EAGFS [8],
intermediate population as primary population. This LOCALMOR [17], DARA [4], MM-SPEED [3] and SPEED
selection is in a way that we calculate this population by [2] algorithms.
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters.

Parameters Value

Number of node 900
Simulation area 1800m*1800m
Traffic CBR (1Kbyte/sec)
Critical packet rate From 0 to 1
Regular packet rate 1-Critical packet rate
Deadling of Critical packets 0.3 Sec
Hello Period 5 Sec
Required total packet reception ratio 100 %
Initial battery charge 40 Joule
Bandwidth 200 KB/S

Performance Evaluation of Proposed Algorithm: In this
section, we compared our proposed algorithm with SPEEP,
MM-SPEED, EAGFS, LOALMORE and DARA algorithms
and with one geographical routing algorithm named GFW
which is used as a criterion in order to represent the main
geographical routing in addition to other QoS protocols.
EAGFS protocol considers only energy efficiency in
routing. Its main aim is to increase the efficiency of
network with optimization of energy. So it is applied as a
criterion of energy efficiency. We have used 900 nodes
distributed in 1.800 m  areas at 1.000 s time for simulation.2

The high number of nodes allows scalability to our
protocol. These nodes have been distributed in a grid
topology randomly. The radius of transmitting power is
about 100 m and density average (means each node has
7 neighbors in average) is 8. Bit rate (CBR) creates traffic
constant with rate of 1 kb/s in all the states. Among
critical packets include audio and video data and used
usual packets in simulation. Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 show of
proposed algorithm according to efficient parameters.
DARA and LOCALMOR protocols have better efficiency
compared with other protocols. In Figs. 3 and 4 the
efficiency of proposed algorithm QGA is increased
linearly as a function of critical packets' rate. The End-to-
End linear reduction of delay is shown in Fig. 5 for both
LOCALMOR and proposed protocols. In Fig. 6 the End-
to-End delay is shown for critical packets against critical
packet rate. Almost there is a constant End-to-End delay
for all the protocols, so that gives the stability of selected
paths for audio and video packets (critical packets).
EAGFS balances the traffic and shows the least battery
depletion (Fig. 8). This protocol considers only energy
efficiency. SPEED protocol also has low battery depletion
and selects the next path randomly based on available
conditions which leads to optimization of energy
consumption. So this protocol does not differentiate
among packets according to reliability. Therefore, this
leads to reduce efficiency compared with other protocols.

Fig. 3: Packet Reception Ratio.

Fig. 4: Critical Packet Reception ratio.

Fig. 5: Critical End-to-End Delay for critical packets.

QGA creates a relationship between two parameters of
energy and traffic related to QoS criterion. This protocol
has the least battery depletion (Fig. 7). When the rates of
packet  are  increased  the   depletion   of   battery   occurs
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Fig. 6: End-to-End Delay for usual packets. Fig. 9: Network Lifetime.

Fig. 7: On Time Packet Delivery Ratio. Fig. 10: End-to-End delay packets.

Fig. 8: Power Standard Deviation. Fig. 11: Packet Reception Ratio

gradually which is better than other protocols of QoS. balance packets over fewer nodes than SPEED. Unlike
This gradually decrease is due to proper selections of other metrics DARA protocol is performed based on
nodes. LOCALNOR and QGA lead to balance load among energy trivial and it does not use the technique of
evaluated nodes so that it could provide packet delivery balancing traffic and any selecting probability. This
with the highest reliability. SPEED protocol uses a speed balancing  traffic  has  direct  effect  on  lifetime of
which is independent to constant traffic. So by increasing network means that when the first node of its battery
the number of critical  packets,  LOCALMORE  and  QGA finishes.
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The  effect  of  load  balancing  on  lifetime to of  End-to-End  delay  of    delay-sensitive    packets'
network  is  shown  in  Fig.  9  in  which protocols with traffic and  critical  packets  is  increased  linearly
low depletion provide longer lifetime and vice versa. compared with  traffic  of  reliability-sensitive  packets.
Protocols which balance traffic like SPEED and EAGFS This  increment  is  due to traffic resulted from large
with the highest lifetime do not have effect by increasing critical packets and delay-sensitive packets in which
the number of critical packets. QGA has the highest packets are routed over links with delay efficiency and
lifetime for critical packets but the lifetime is weakened whenever the traffic is for reliability-sensitive packets, this
gradually that this value is higher than other compared protocol acts on links with reliability. The packet
protocols. This reduction is due to the number of used reception ratio is increased from 88 to 99 percent for
packets in traffic balancing which is reduced with the rate critical packets and reliability-sensitive packets by
of critical packets. It is noticed that QGA protocol increasing the rate linearly according to this fact that this
provides the requirements of QoS only based on amount is constant for delay-sensitive  packets  with  the
evaluated nodes, in contrast with SPEED and EAGFS range  of  84 to 85 percent (Fig. 11). Delay parameter of
protocols which perform based on energy efficiency critical packets has the highest priority compared with
independent to traffic. In fact, QGA strategy provides low other packets.
delay and high reliability in the networks by considering
energy and load balancing among nodes in order to CONCLUSION
provide QoS.

Analyzing the Load Balancing of Proposed Algorithm: on QoS requirement has been presented for WMSN. The
Traffic separation is one of the main tasks of our proposed protocol performs routing based on traffic type
proposed protocol. In the previous section only critical of network and for different types of applications in order
(audio and video packets) and usual packets have been to improve the requirements of QoS. Data traffic is
used. In this section we study the separation analysis of classified into several categories in terms of requirements
traffic type. In order to compare proposed algorithm with of QoS that different routing techniques are applied to
LOCALMORE [17] algorithm in calculating traffic for each category. This protocol tries to provide requirements
packets sensitive to delay, reliability. The given weights of QoS with effective energy, delay and reliability
to Eq. (3) are different that in reliability-sensitive traffic we efficiency. And it uses memory and effective computing
consider the weight of reliability 1 and the weight of other evaluations and applies packet storing in some nodes in
parameters zero. In delay-sensitive traffic, we consider the order to increase reliability and it considers energy for all
weight of delay parameter 1 and others zero and in critical the packets by selecting nodes with proper energies.
packets we consider the weight of each parameter equally Also, this protocol uses several priority methods by
in which formula are converted as Eqs. (4), (5) and (6) giving high priority and less delay for critical and delay-
respectively: sensitive packets. The obtained results of simulations

(4) energy. Results show that this protocol provides better
(5) QoS for different types of traffic and increases the lifetime
(6) of network compared with previous protocols due to load
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